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Introduction 
Thank you for purchasing AUDIFIED Synergy R1. AUDIFIED Synergy is a digital-analog music 
processor. The analog part adds harmonics to the signal using three types of saturation. The digital 
delay simulates several types of spatial acoustics. 

Hardware installation 

‣ Use a standard API 500 rack (lunchbox).  

‣ Check the power maximum of your rack and power consumption of previously mounted 
modules. Synergy R1 requires 420 mA (210 mA per slot). 

‣ Turn off the rack power and gently insert Audified Synergy into the rack. 

‣ Fix the unit using four screws. 

‣ Connect the audio cables to the rear panel of the API500 rack to connectors corresponding 
the installed unit.  

‣ Turn the power on. 

‣ Refer to the user manual of your API500 lunchbox for additional info. 

Software Installation 

Download the recent version of the control plug-in and application here: 

http://services.audified.com/download/ 

Windows: The downloaded file is packed, unzip it. Run the installer and follow the on-screen 
instructions. You can select the destination path and the installed plug-in format during the process.  

Mac: Mount the downloaded disk image and run the installer. You can select the installed plug-in 
format by clicking the Customize button. Plug-ins are installed to the standard locations and the 
control app appears in the Applications folder. 

Software Uninstallation 

Windows: Navigate to the Synergy program folder in the Start menu and run the uninstaller. 

Mac: Open the provided disk image and run the uninstaller. 
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Quick control overview 

Stadalone operation: 

‣ Turn the topmost left knob to select a preset. Push it to load the selected 
preset. 

‣ Use the left-hand knobs below to control Reverb. 

‣ Push the center-left knob to select a reverb parameter to control. 
‣ Turn the center-left knob to adjust the selected parameter. 

‣ Turn the bottom-left knob to adjust reverb mix ratio. 

‣ Turn the top right knob to adjust the master out level. 

‣ Use the right knobs to control Saturations. 

‣ Push the center-right knob to select the saturation type 
‣ Turn the center-right knob to adjust the level of signal entering the 

saturation circuits. 

‣ Turn the bottom-right knob to adjust saturation mix ratio. 

Computer control: 

‣ Connect Synergy to your Mac or PC using the provided USB cable. 

‣ Open your DAW and find the Synergy R1 control plug-in or use the standalone control 
application. More than one plug-in instance may be opened but all of the instances must be 
opened in the same DAW. 

‣ To manage presets or update firmware, you need to use the control application.    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Control from the front panel 

Overview  

Parameter control 

 

Indication colors 

‣ The LEDs for the edited parameter change their color to 
yellow and the value is visible in the numeric part of the 
display, the other parameter LEDs are green.  

‣ Once you finish the editing, after a while, the display returns 
to the default view: The numeric area displays the preset 
number and all value indicators are green  

‣ If the module is bypassed, its indicator changes its color to 
red. 

‣ The color of the number on top is green for saved preset 
and red for unsaved preset. When a parameter is edited, the 
number color turns to yellow (simultaneously with the color of the bar) and the number 

Parameter controlled by 
rotation of the knob

Push function of the knob

[ Hold function of the knob ]

Synergy part controlled by the 
knob

Bar indication of the value

Numeric indication of the 
value
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temporarily displays the edited parameter value. After the parameter is changed, the number 
turns back to red or green, displaying the preset number.  

Detailed controls description 

PRESET selector 

‣ Turn to select a preset. The preset number will be displayed in the 
display. 

‣ Push to load the selected preset.  

‣ Push and hold to save a preset. If you want to save the preset to a 
different position than the current one, select the desired preset number 
before you push and hold the knob. 

OUTPUT control 

‣ Turn to set the master output level. The relative volume is displayed on 
the display (0-100%) and simultaneously the LED bar shows the relative 
value. 

‣ Push to bypass the whole device. The  LED bar color turns to red. 

‣ Push and hold to access the device setup.   

REVERB control 
The reverb section has 5 parameters. 4 of them (DECAY • PREDELAY • TYPE • COLOR) are accessible from 
the upper REVERB knob and 1 (MIX) is accessible from the lower REVERB knob. 

The upper REVERB knob 

‣ Turn to adjust the value of the selected parameter 

‣ Press to select one of the 4 reverb parameters - press repeatedly to 
cycle through the  parameters.  

Parameters edited by the upper REVERB knob: 

‣ DECAY adjusts the length of the reverb. 

‣ PREDELAY adjusts the initial delay of the reverb. 

‣ COLOR provides filtering, because the real reflected signal spectrum is 
changed according to the surface material of the  

‣ TYPE selects one of the provided Reverb characteristics: SR - Small 
Room, BR - Room, HA - Hall, LH - Long Hall, SP - Spring, PL - Plate, TU 
- Tunnel. 

The lower REVERB knob 

‣ Turn to adjust the value of the reverb MIX parameter 

‣ Press to bypass the REVERB. 
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SATURATION control 
The saturation section has 3 parameters. 2 of them (SATURATION TYPE • GAIN) are accessible from the 
upper SATURATION knob and 1 (MIX) is accessible from the lower SATURATION knob. 

The upper SATURATOR knob 

‣ Turn to adjust the value of the GAIN parameter. Te gain adjusts the 
signal level entering the saturation circuits, so the higher value produces 
more saturated sound.  

‣ Press to select one of the 3 saturation circuits - press repeatedly to 
cycle through the selection of Germanium, Op-amp and J-FET saturation 
circuits. 

The lower SATURATOR knob 

‣ Turn to adjust the value of the saturation MIX parameter. A higher 
mix level adds more of the saturated sound to the output.  

‣ Press to bypass the SATURATION. 

Device setup  

Holding the OUTPUT knob takes you to the special setup mode: 

‣ The MONO-STEREO or STEREO - STEREO switching is available in the upper part of the display. 
Turn the knob on the left of the symbol to toggle between the 
stereo modes. 

‣ The mode when the reverb input is taken from both 

channels is displayed as    ⠇   ⠇ 

‣ The mode, when the mono input is taken from the left 

channel is displayed as  ⠇⠒⠒⠆ 

The Stereo mode switch is active only if the Reverb section is not bypassed. It makes no 
sense to supply the left and right saturation circuits with the same signal, so the saturation 
section always processes left and right channel independently.    

‣ The display brightness is adjustable in the lower part of the display. All the available 
intensities are displayed in three rows, each of them has a different LED color.  Turn the right 
bottom knob to adjust the brightness. The yellow dot under the three lines shows the 
adjusted intensity 

‣ Automatic brightness: If you turn the knob to the right and reach the 
maximum intensity, there is one more step - automatic mode. The yellow dot  
changes to a green line, which means that in this mode the display sets its 
brightness automatically according to the external illumination. 
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Control from a computer 
The Synergy R1 unit can be controlled from a recording application (DAW) using the control plug-in 
provided, or from a Synergy R1 application. A USB connection is required. 

USB connection 
The Synergy R1 unit may be in the following connection states: 

‣ Not available - Either the cable is not connected, the unit 
is off or the device is not found. 

‣ On hold - The connection and communication with the 
device works, but the device is assigned to another 
instance of the plug-in. In this case, the plug-in offers the 
possibility of gain control. If you decide to use Synergy R1 
with a new instance of a plug-in, simply click the button. 
The plug-in originally controlling will loose access to the 
HW and the new instance will gain it.  

‣ Active - The communication is active. 

The following table describes all possible states of communication. 

Indication of communication status on 
SW and HW

Synergy R1 unit - LED at the 
bottom 

Control plug-in or application

USB cable disconnected

USB Cable connected, plug-in controls 
Synergy R1

USB Cable connected but  Synergy R1 is 
controlled by another plug-in instance

USB Cable connected but no control 
plug-in or application running  N/A

USB Cable connected and DAW project 
with saved Synergy plug-in opened
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Control and automation from plug-ins 

All parameters visible in the plug-in can be automated and controlled from your recording software - 
DAW.  The control plug-in can be used in all major host applications on Mac and PC - AAX, Audio 
Unit, VST2 and VST3 formats are supported. The hardware parameters may be fully automated and 
they are saved with the project.  

Opening the plug-in 

Locate the plug-in in the same menu where AAX, AU or VST plug-ins are accessible. Each host has a 
bit different sorting of plug-ins.  

The control plug-in supports multi-instance usage: Several plug-ins might be assigned to one 
hardware unit and several units might be controlled in one system. This means that you may open as 
many control plug-ins as you wish. Only one of them can physically control Synergy 

You may open several instances of the Synergy control plug-ins in the same format simultaneously. 
Opening different types of plug-ins  in various DAW’s (for instance AU in one DAW and VST3 in 
another DAW) is not supported.      
  

Connection indicator and button 
Red: Not connected to the SW 
Green: Connected to the SW

Knobs are similar as on 
the hardware unit,  

but each parameter has 
an extra knob or switch.

LOAD 
Load presets 

STORE 
Save preset  
Save preset as… 
Delete preset 

SERVICES 
Updates 
Information 
Manual 

Preset number and  name

If a DAW preset is loaded, 
this button appears and 

allows to get back the HW 
state
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Parameter Control 

The software control is very similar to the control from the panel. There are only a few differences: 

‣ All the REVERB parameters have their own controls. Instead of pushing one knob to 
alternatively access the reverb parameters, you have direct access to all these parameters. 

‣ Instead of the push functionality of knobs, there are switches for saturation type, bypass and 
on-off switching of the modules. 

Saving the state of Synergy R1 in DAW 

If you save a project in the DAW, usually all plug-in parameters are saved. This means that the 
Synergy R1 state is saved in your project and once you reopen a recording session, the device is 
exactly in the same state as it was when you saved the session. 

In other words, Synergy R1 behaves exactly as a software effect when a DAW project with the 
Synergy control plug-in is reopened. 

Getting back to the hardware state 

Once the DAW adjusts the parameters from the plug-in, you may have lost the previous state of the 
unit. This state can be retrieved by clicking the button in the left of the display. 

Control from the application 

The standalone application has 3 tabs: 

‣ Editor - the same, as in the pug-in 

‣ Presets - manage your presets here 

‣ Utility - for firmware updates and access to the log 

The control of parameters is the sam as in the plug-in. 

Preset management 
There are 2 locations, where the Synergy R1 presets are stored: 

‣ Device presets are saved in the persistent memory inside the device.  

‣ Computer presets are saved on the drive of the connected computer. 

The preset manager allows dragging between the Synergy R1 device and the computer. 

Note: To organize presets, you need to open the standalone control application, the plug-in doesn’t 
contain preset manager.  

The field marked Editor in the center represents the currently active and edited preset. This allows to 
drag presets from the device or from the computer to make them active in the Synergy R1.  
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Device presets and the active state are fully persistent. When the device is turned off, the complete 
internal state including possibly unsaved current state are retrieved when the device is reconnected. 

The selected preset has additional editing options in the Actions field: 

‣ Delete removes the preset from the computer drive 

‣ Rename allows you to assign a new name to computer or device presets 

‣ Duplicate allows you to make a copy of a computer preset 

‣ Show file opens the folder with presets for possible sharing, backup, etc. 

Load preset from computer 
drive

Save preset to  computer 
drive

Move presets between Synergy and the 
computer drive

Activate internal Synergy 
preset  and load it in the 

Editor

Save the currently edited 
preset as internal Synergy 
preset, accessible from the 

Synergy panel
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Updating firmware 
The algorithms for digital processing in Synergy may be updated by user. This is available in the 
control application Utility panel.  

‣ Download the firmware file from the Audified website. 

‣ Connect the USB cable and launch the control application.  

‣ Select the Utility panel.  

‣ Be sure not to switch off the API500 rack or the control computer and do not disconnect the 
USB cable during the update. 

‣ Click the Upload Firmware button, locate the firmware file and wait until the process is 
finished. 

‣ Restart the Synergy R1 unit as well as the control application. 
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Technical specification 

Block Diagram 

 

ADC DSP DAC OP-AMP

JFET

GE

SATURATORREVERB

Synergy R1 Block Diagram
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HW Specifications 

‣ Number of inputs: 2  

‣ Inputs: +24dBu balanced  

‣ Number of outputs: 2  

‣ Outputs: +4dBu balanced  

‣ Power: API500, 460 mA (sum in 2 slots) 

‣ THD+N: 0,035 %, 20 Hz - 20 kHz, +4 dBu  

‣ Signal to noise ratio: 79 dB, 20 Hz - 20 kHz, +4 dBu  

‣ Dynamic Range: 105 dB, +24 dBu, CCIR-2k weighted 

‣ Crosstalk: < -80 dB, 20 Hz - 20 kHz, +4 dBu  

‣ Dimensions: API500 - 2U, one 1U cover included in the package 

‣ USB: Micro size, cable included 

‣ DSP: SHARC 

‣ Encoders: Extra durable, ALPS  

SW Specifications 

Formats 

‣ AAX, AU, VST3, VST2, standalone application 

Requirements 

‣ MacOS 10.9 and newer,   

‣ Windows 7 and newer 

Conclusion 
We believe that you can work with Synergy now. However, if there would be something unclear or if 
you would need an assistance, feel free to contact us at  

http://services.audified.com/support 

Thanks for using AUDIFIED products.

http://services.audified.com/support

